Cloud Readiness Assessment
Let Viscosity help develop your Enterprise Cloud Strategy

“ Viscosity has earned their
place as a trusted advisor for
our IT department. With their
deep technical expertise, agile
response time, and customer
first approach, Viscosity
has improved our business
operations from the moment
they arrived.”
- IT Manager,
ClubCorp USA Inc.

Today, most businesses understand why they should be in the Cloud. The
challenge, is in understanding which Cloud and how to get there. Determining
how Cloud best fits with your business strategy and organizational
structure, is a complex process and Viscosity is here to help.
Regardless of where an organization is in their Cloud journey, Viscosity’s Cloud
Readiness Assessment uses best practices that benefit the business; moving
them closer to their desired goals.
While there is no single, universal approach to finding the best Cloud solution
for each business; Viscosity’s proven method will guide you through our phased
framework for Cloud adoption and lead you through building the best platform
solution for your organization. Our Cloud Readiness Assessment, includes
interactive consultations with stakeholders, to determine business practices,
goals, and opportunities to define which Cloud platform is right for you.

Viscosity North America’s Cloud Readiness Assessment Includes:

Oracle Certified GoldenGate
Implementation Specialists
Oracle Certified RAC Experts
OEM Cloud Control Monitoring
OEM Cloud Control Management
Integration

Phase One – Business and Technical Discovery
•
Business Requirements and Strategies
•
Business Application Discovery
•
Data Center Architecture and Operations Review
•
ROI Analysis
Phase Two - Analysis
•
Choosing the right Cloud Provider
•
Selecting the Appropriate Application for Cloud Migration
•
Define Proof of Concepts Process and Success Factors
•
Migration Strategy and Options
Upon completion of the review, Viscosity will provide detailed documentation with
findings, methodology, and recommendations to help you make the right move to the
Cloud.

Whether you’re making the move to Public, Private or Hybrid Cloud, when
you lean on Viscosity, you’re partnering with genuine experts and acclaimed
authors of industry best practices. Learn more about how you can maintain
and maximize your investments at www.viscosityna.com. For more information,
email us at sales@viscosityna.com.
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